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ORIGINS, CHARACTER AND IMP ACT OF JCCA CAMPING RETREAT 

November 1995 
Daniel Pekarsky 

In November 1995 CUE ran a retreat for the professional leadership of several JCC summer 
camps on the question of Jewish educational goals for these camps. This report summarizes the 
background to the retreat, what happened at the retreat, and possibilities for follow-up. 

Background 

One of the participants in the CIJE Goals Seminar in Jerusalem in July 1994 was Jay Roth, the 
Executive Director of Milwaukee's Jewish Community Center. Excited by what he learned and 
eager to enhance the Jewish dimension of JCC programming, Roth brought some of his lay 
leaders:hip and professional staff to a series of Goals Seminars run by CUE for Milwaukee-area 
institutions in the spring of 1995. Towards the end of that series Roth approached CIJE with the 
suggestion that it work intensively with Milwaukee's JCC camp on a Goals: Agenda; his thought 
was that this could serve as one of CIJE's Pilot Projects. As a result of the conversations with 
Roth, some preliminary activities were scheduled for January and February 1996. 

But Roth did not keep his excitement to himself. In his conversations with the JCCA leadership, 
which shares his strong interest in strengthening the Jewish dimension of JCC programming, 
Roth's positive experience with CIJE led him to encourage the JCCA to sponsor a Goals Seminar 
organized around the needs of select JCC overnight camps from around the country. Roth's 
conversations with the JCCA in tum gave rise to conversations between the JCCA and CIJE 
around the possibility of such a seminar. Believing that JCC camps represent an important and 
interesting potential player in the field of Jewish education, CIJE was extremely interested in 
exploring the possibilities. In the end it was decided that a two-day seminar would take place at 
the tail-end of the JCCA's annual meeting, to be held in Washington in early November. 

Planning for the retreat began with CIJE proposing some ideas that seemed promising; these 
ideas were then reviewed by the JCCA leadership, after which a final program was developed. 
The program that was agreed on was organized around a number of desired outcomes. These 
included: a deeper appreciation among the participants for the ways in which having 
determinate and compelling goals can guide educational practice; 2) greater self- consciousness 
concerning the kinds of goals associated with the participants' camps and the ways these goals 
have and have not been reflected in practice; 3) an understanding of what might be involved in 
approaching the realization of a goal strategically in a camp setting; and 4) an interest in making 
more progress on a goals-agenda beyond the retreat itself, along with some thoughts about how 
to go about this. · 

The retreat 

Scheduled for November 8 and 9. the invited participants included institutional teams associated 



with five JCC camps. In most cases, camp directors were accompanied by the JCC executive 
director and by the agency's Judaic educator. Participating institutions included the JCC's of 
Atlanta, Milwaukee, and St. Louis, and Pittsburgh, along with the leadership of New Jersey's Y 
Camp. Also participating were five staff members and consultants associated with the JCCA 
and four CUE staff members. All in all, there were approximately 23 participants. 

The prngram itself included a short frontal presentation concerning the importance of vision and 
goals for Jewish education, but it was otherwise highly participatory. It also featured a 
structured opportunity for participants to scan their institutions with attention to their difficulties 
and dilemmas in the Judaic realm, as well as an opportunity to experiment with what might be 
involved in systematically trying to use the camp setting as a vehicle of realizing a particular 
goal. These activities generated some exceptionally interesting discussions concerning what are 
- and what are not - appropriate Jewish goals for a JCC camp serving a very diverse set of 
constituencies. Indeed, so very interesting were these discussions that it was decided mid-stream 
to let the participants continue these discussions at the price of omitting a planned session 
organized around the question "Are Community Goals for Jewish Education Possible?" 

Towards the end of the retreat, institutional teams met by themselves around questions designed 
to stimulate honest reflection and deliberation concerning their own camps. These questions 
focused on a number of themes, including the following: the official Jewish goals of their 
camps; the goals implicit in their actual practices; the outcomes of the camp-experience 
undergone by campers; the two goals which, on reflection, seemed to them the most important. 

A final session, organized around the question, "Where do we go from here?" elicited a strong 
interest on the part of the participants to go further with this process. Many of them feel pressure 
to develop a stronger Jewish presence in their camps, and many of them genuinely want to move 
in this direction. But there is considerable uncertainty among them concerning what an 
appropriate mission is for a non-denominational JCC camp. A hope was expressed by some that 
future deliberations would focus on this question, and that perhaps a. mission statement could be 
developed that would offer JCC camps guidance in this important area. 

Follow-up to the retreat 

In preparing for it, CUE had viewed the retreat as an opportunity to raise the consciousness of 
the participants concerning the need to wrestle with questions of Jewish content. Howev,er, the 
interest shown by many of the participants in going further with this process, combined with our 
own assessment that this is an important piece of the Jewish education puzzle, bas led CUE to 
think seriously about follow-up activities that would prove fruitful. 

In addition to Pekarsky's projected work on a goals-agenda with the Milwaukee JCC camp, 
the following possibilities are under consideration: 

1. A second retreat with the same constituencies as the first, possibly organized around the 
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question of identifying an appropriate mission for JCC camps. 

2. A seminar dealing with goals that brings lay leaders in the JCC movement into the process. 
Conceivably such a seminar could be organized for the JCCA's bienrual meetings scheduled for 
this spring. 

3. A seminar or retreat on the model of the seminar held in Washington, but in this case 
aimed at the leadership of camps not represented at the first retreat. 
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